Sexual Battery
East Side of Valley Life Sciences Building

On Thursday, April 7, 2011, at 11:20 p.m. a female UC Berkeley student reported to UCPD that she was a victim of a sexual battery (via inappropriate grabbing) that occurred earlier at approximately 10:50 p.m. on the east side of the Valley Life Sciences Building (VLSB). The victim stated that the suspect was last seen heading southbound from the scene. The victim was not injured during the incident.

UCPD responded to the scene and is actively investigating this case.

The suspect is described as:

A White male in his late 20s, blond or light brown hair, unshaven and with what the victim described as “bad teeth”, 5’6” in height, medium build, wearing a red/white stripe knitted wool jacket with a hood up covering his head.

UCPD is seeking information from anyone who was in the area during the time of this crime. Your information could be very valuable to the investigation.

Please contact:
University of California Police Department
Criminal Investigation Bureau
(510) 642-0472 / 8AM–5PM
(510) 642-6760 / All other times